Burdekin, Townsville and Ingham regions

The following waterways in the Burdekin, Townsville and Ingham regions -
- Elliott River
- Rocky Pond Creek
- Groper Creek
- Yellow Gin Creek
- Haughton River
- Crocodile Creek
- Alligator Creek
- Ross Creek
- Ross River
- Bohle River
- Cattle Creek
- Palm Creek
- Damper Creek

Burdekin, Townsville and
Ingham regions

FISHERIES CLOSED WATERS
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Fisheries Closed Waters Outer Boundary
Fisheries Closed Waters

LEGISLATION
Legislated under the Fisheries Regulations 1995

SPECIES
This closure applies to all species

FISHING METHOD
This closure applies to certain commercial foreshore
set mesh nets

CLOSURE TIMES
The waters are closed from midday on the 1 November
to midday on 1 February
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This map represents the approximate location of the Fisheries
Closed Water. Please refer to the relevant fisheries legislation
for exact boundaries of the area.
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